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Introduction 
 
Two fundamental questions many customers of Exchange 2000 Server are asking are: 
 
• How many "users" can be supported on a single Exchange 2000 server? 
• How many Exchange 2000 servers can be supported on a single Microsoft Windows® 

2000 Active Directory™? 
 
Because each deployment is unique, there are no simple answers to either of these 
questions. 
 
With the release of Exchange 2000 Server, the Exchange Product Group at Microsoft is 
taking a different approach to server sizing and capacity planning than was historically used 
with Exchange 5.5 and earlier. With previous releases of Exchange, benchmark testing was 
the primary vehicle used for capacity planning. Benchmark testing often utilized "canned" 
user transaction profiles with names such as "Light," "Medium," and "Heavy."  
 
Scalability is not simply a factor of the number of users per server, but is strongly affected 
by the structure and pattern of the deployment. Before making an accurate prediction of the 
scalability of an Exchange deployment, one needs to also consider: the software client used 
to access mail, the associated server transactions with that client, the hardware used in the 
deployment, and the physical deployment itself. 
 
The Exchange Product Group has invested in creating scalability testing tools more closely 
mirror real world deployments. Many of these tools, along with documentation on how to 
effectively use them, can be found in the Microsoft Exchange 2000 Resource Kit. Two 
important tools that allow customers to probe the scalability limits of their systems are ESP 
and LoadSim. 
 
Recognizing that the cost and time involved in testing the scalability of a deployment from 
the ground up is extremely high, the Exchange Product Group has also developed a 
resource utilization model that the customer can use to gain an initial foothold on the 
questions of scalability. The model was designed for flexibility allowing the customer to 
ascertain an initial approximation of the scalability of their system even with the highly 
variable features seen in real deployments. Additionally over the last few years customers 
are increasingly relying on email as a primary method for communication, and are making 
heavier use of their email systems, the resource utilization model used in these benchmarks 
places higher demands on the server than previous benchmarks did in order to more closely 
mirror real world deployment scenarios. 
 
This paper details those variables that strongly affect scalability and how to use the 
resource utilization model developed by the Exchange team with these variables in mind. 
 

 

http://www.microsoft.com/Exchange/techinfo/reskit.htm


   

The Model 
 
The foundation of the model is the notion of the atomic transaction. First of all, we boiled 
down user behavior to discrete chunks of activity, such as reading a message, that we then 
referred to as a transaction. In the lab, this given user action was scripted and repeatedly 
issued against the system and the amount of resource utilization (CPU, Disk I/O, etc.) was 
measured. This allowed us to determine the "cost" in terms of resources for that particular 
action. With these transactional data in the model, you are able to put together any 
combination of user actions you wish to consider. The model will then tally the total cost 
from all those user actions you have input, normalized over any amount of time you wish to 
consider, and provide an overall prediction of the resource utilization for the deployment as 
a whole. This approach differs from most of the other resource utilization models on the 
market today where you are forced to consider a specific deployment scenario and a 
predefined sequence of user transactions, both of which will, more than likely, not match 
your particular deployment. Finally, the model views the notions of capacity planning and 
server scalability as being a function of the deployment as a whole. For instance, Exchange 
2000 back-end "user-per-server" numbers are not very useful taken out of the context of 
the whole deployment. A user load well within the capacity of the back-end servers might 
nonetheless overload the bridgehead or directory servers. For a scalability model to be 
useful, it must take into account the entire deployment and not merely focus on the 
individual pieces. 
 
To elaborate further on the reasoning behind the model, an analogy may be useful to 
explain the variables affecting scalability. As the diagram below shows, there are two 
primary classes of variables affecting scalability that must be identified before you can 
effectively use the model: the stage, comprising the hardware and topological concerns, and 
the players, or users acting within the stage. 
 

Input Data/Variables

The "Stage" -
    Hardware and Configuration
    Site/Domain model
    Messaging Infrastructure
The "Players" -
    User Base
    User Transaction Profile
    Mail Scenario - ISP vs. Corporate

Model
Predicted Resource

Utilization of the
Deployment

 
 

The Stage 
The most obvious of the stage factors is the hardware employed. Clearly a server with 
4x500 MHz processors can support more transactions than one with 2x200 MHz processors 
(all other hardware variables being equivalent). For back-end servers, disk usage is of 
paramount concern. The model asks several questions about the CPU capacity of various 
types of servers in the deployment. The model assumes that all servers of a given type, for 
example all back-end servers, are equivalent to one another, as in this excerpt from the 
model: 
 

 



   

 

The Configuration 

The hardware configuration is another important factor that affects scalability. For example, 
an Exchange 2000 back-end server with multiple Storage Groups and databases will 
consume more physical memory than one that is configured with just one Storage Group 
and database. (Note that the current model does not attempt to make predictions about 
memory usage. There is a substantial body of information on the subject of Exchange's use 
of memory and corresponding hardware recommendations.) Another example is that the 
same array of disks will experience more I/O (and therefore reach a bottleneck at lower 
loads) if it is configured as RAID 5 rather than RAID 0. The model assumes a disk 
subsystem configured at RAID 0+1. 

The Site/Domain Model 
Of particular concern in Windows® 2000 deployments is the detailed arrangement and 
overlap of Windows 2000 sites and domains. A key feature of Exchange 2000 Server is its 
ability to load-balance among Global Catalogs (GCs) and Domain Controllers (DCs). The 
number of each type of directory that a particular back-end server has available to it has a 
major impact on the scalability of the deployment. Several questions in the model are 
devoted to these concerns: 
 

 
 

 
 
Exchange 2000 has different rules for load balancing across specific directory-type 
machines. For Global Catalog servers, Exchange will load balance requests among those 
GCs within the same Windows 2000 site as the Exchange server. In contrast, a single 
Domain Controller within the same domain and site as the Exchange server will be selected 
randomly. The model takes into account these differences between how Exchange 2000 
utilizes Global Catalog servers versus how it uses Domain Controllers. Note, however, that 
the model assumes a uniformity throughout. This means, for example, that all W2K domains 
are equivalent and all W2K sites are equivalent, and thus the specified number of back-end 
server, routing groups, bridgehead servers,
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Exchange Server

GCs, and DCs are uniformly 
distributed over the specified 
number of domains and sites. The 
figure at the left should clarify how 
directory usage in terms of your 
domain/site model can affect 
scalability. In this diagram of a 
physical deployment, the Exchange 
server in reality has three Global 
Catalog servers to load balance 
across. However, in the model's 
virtual deployment version of this 
physical deployment, each site has 
1.3 GCs on average (4 GCs/3 
sites). The Exchange Server shown 
thus will load-balance over the 1.3 
GCs available to it. The average 
numbers of Domain Controllers per 
domain and per site are similarly 
handled in the model.  

 

The Messaging Infrastructure 

Similar to the Site/Domain model used in a deployment, another key "stage" factor that will 
affect the scalability of the deployment is the messaging infrastructure -- primarily the 
number and arrangement of routing groups. 
 

 
 
The messaging infrastructure will dictate the number of hops a message will take as it 
makes its way through the system. Message hopping is very resource-intensive and you will 
need to consider this factor carefully when planning your deployment. The variety of 
interconnected routing group combinations is so great that a truly complete model would be 
almost as complex as Exchange itself; for this reason, the model assumes a worst-case 
arrangement: routing groups connected as a linear chain. The diagram below illustrates this 
idea of message infrastructure, routing group chaining, and message hopping: a message 
sent to the Internet from the Routing group in the upper right corner must undergo three 
message hops to make its way out of the deployment. 
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Finally, the last of the "stage" factors used in the model is the presence and arrangement of 
front-end servers. The current version of the model accounts for the load that front-end 
servers will place on DCs and GCs, but does not calculate resource utilization on the front-
end servers, or the impact of SSL (which is to be added in the future). Front-end servers 
can influence scalability, although tests have shown that the impact of front-end servers on 
Directory servers is actually surprisingly small and largely overwhelmed by the much larger 
impact of message transport activity.  
 

 
 

Players 
 
Having defined those components that make up the stage for the deployment and how to 
work with those quantities in the model, we turn to the players on the stage. The players 
include the actual users themselves, their total number, the associated actions they perform 
against the server, and the mail scenario (ISP vs. Corporate) that characterize mail 
transport within your deployment. All these elements are often collectively referred to as 
the user profile, not to be confused with the user transaction profile. 
 

The User Base 
The first element in the players category of variables that affects scalability is the user 
base. The primary characteristics of the user base are simply the total number of users and 
how this number is broken-down among the types of mail clients used, such how many are 

 



   

POP3 users, Microsoft Outlook® Web Access (OWA) users, etc. We also need to allow for 
the proportion of the user base that is expected to be active during the day. A corporation 
might anticipate that virtually all of its users (perhaps 90 percent) will be active more or 
less continuously throughout the day, while an ISP would expect a significantly lower 
proportion of the user base to be logged on at any given time. These factors are entered on 
each protocol page as shown: 
 

 
 
The model's inputs for user characteristics are specialized for each user type (OWA, MAPI, 
etc.). You must also specify the length of the day, which for the model's purposes is defined 
in the context of the average load expected over the entire working day. This does not 
include periods of peak morning load (illustrated below), nor nighttime periods during which 
time the  
 

 
 
messaging traffic is typically low but replication and other maintenance loads are high. The 
model therefore allows the user to characterize a peak load (e.g., in a corporate scenario, 
during the start of the business day as employees log on en masse to check their mail), in 
terms of both the duration and the intensity of the peak. This information is included along 
with the length of the workday in the Configuration section: 
 

 
 

 



   

The User Transaction Profile 

The second Player component is the user transaction profile. This is basically the 
sequence of transactions a user will conduct against an Exchange 2000 server. Included in 
the user transaction profile is information about the expected mail transactions the users 
will be performing. The model has reduced these inputs to Total Messages Received, 
Messages Sent, and Messages Received from the Internet, as defined above. These 
parameters are input for each user type (OWA, etc.); the model assumes that all users of a 
given type behave identically, as shown below:  
 

 
The model automatically performs a test for the necessary condition that Total Messages 
Received ≥ Messages Received from the Internet; in other words, the total amount of mail 
received must be at least as large as the amount received from the Internet alone. As with 
the Localization Factor, the model can most profitably be used as a test bed for 
experimenting with various combinations of these user parameters. Small differences in 
these values can have a surprisingly large impact on scalability. 
 
It is not completely straightforward to come up with a reasonable user transaction profile. 
Information on the characteristics of the user base can be collected in several ways, each of 
which will be more or less convenient depending on your perspective. If you are planning a 
completely new future deployment of Exchange 2000, you may have to start with intelligent 
guesses as to number of future users, the amount of mail they will be sending and 
receiving, and so forth. More likely, there will be an existing messaging deployment that you 
can use as a source of information about the user base. You may have access to 
Performance Monitor logs for the servers in the deployment; having such data can be a rich 
source of information useful for answering the questions comprising the inputs for the 
resource model. Some suggestions for the most useful PerfMon counters for both Exchange 
2000 and Exchange 5.5 deployments can be found in the Appendices. 
 
PerfMon data alone, however, is usually not sufficient, but when it is combined with data 
collected from the users themselves, its value increases. For example, it is essentially 
impossible to determine from PerfMon data how much mail each user is receiving from the 
Internet each day (a critical variable in the resource model) but this can be easily 
determined by simply asking the users for this piece of information. In fact, surveying the 
existing users for the information requested as model inputs is quite adequate as a starting 
point for working with the model. The information provided by the users themselves can be 
cross-checked with PerfMon logs to gauge the accuracy of the user's estimates. 
 

 



   

Many existing deployments have been designed, tuned, or tested using LoadSim, so you 
may have at your disposal data regarding the number of standardized "Light," "Medium," 
and "Heavy" users the deployment is supporting. These standardized profiles commonly 
used in LoadSim testing (listed in the Appendices) can be converted into the user actions 
the model uses for inputs. Keep in mind, however, that dependence solely on canned 
profiles will lead to inaccurate predictions. It is critical that you determine the actual user 
profile for your particular deployment, and allow for variations in that profile to determine a 
range of predictions. 
 
The most important thing about developing the user transaction profile is to be flexible and 
use as many sources of information as possible. Also, the model works best when you 
experiment with a range of inputs for user actions (messages sent per day, messages 
received per day, Localization Factor, etc.) to learn which factors have the largest impact on 
the deployment. 

The Mail Scenario 
Mail transport is one of the primary agents taxing a deployment's resources. A crucial 
parameter that a reasonably complete model must account for is the mail scenario, i.e., 
whether a deployment is more like an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or more like a 
corporation. The model accounts for these mail transport characteristics by means of the 
Localization Factor, and through questions about the number of messages sent and received 
per client.  
 

 
When more than one routing group exists in a deployment, the interpretation of the 
Localization Factor is particularly simple. In this case it represents the percentage of all mail 
transport generated from a given back-end server that will remain within that server routing 
group. The model assumes that all routing groups are equivalent; the same Localization 
Factor applies to every routing group. When the Localization Factor is set to 0, no transport 
occurs within each routing group (i.e., all mail leaves the routing group, such as in the ISP 
scenario); when the Localization Factor is set to 1, all transport stays within each routing 
group. 
 
To understand the Localization Factor intuitively, consider the following diagram of a 
fictional messaging infrastructure for a deployment. Mail sent by an individual Exchange 
2000 back-end server has three distinct paths it could take as it makes its way through the 
deployment. 
 
The Localization Factor indicates the percentage of mail transport from a particular 
Exchange 2000 server that will remain within its own routing group (Path A in the diagram 
below).  
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Mail sent by a user could however be delivered to another user on a back-end servers in a 
different routing group altogether (Path B), or it could even leave the deployment all 
together by being destined for the Internet (or WAN -- Path C). All transport paths depicted 
above are represented in the model by a linear combination of the values for Messages 
Sent, Total Messages Received, Messages Received from the Internet, and the Localization 
Factor. 

ISP vs. Corporate The ISP scenario is straightforward in terms of the input for the model. 
All message transport is moving through the system either to the Internet or from the 
Internet. In this case, the Localization Factor will be 0 and the amount of mail received from 
the Internet (Messages Received from the Internet) will be equal to the total amount of mail 
received (Total Messages Received). The corporate scenario is rather more complex. In 
addition to mail transport to and from the Internet, the model must account for back-end 
server to back-end server transport within a given routing group and back-end server to 
back-end server transport between routing groups.  

 
Unlike the pure ISP mail scenario where the Localization Factor is forced to be equal to zero, 
you have more freedom with the Localization Factor in the Corporate mail scenario. 
Consider the following example where a deployment will have no connection with the 
Internet (all mail is sent only within the deployment): In this situation, the Localization 
Factor could still have any value from 0 to 1. The question remaining to be answered is 
"How likely is mail to stay within its original routing group?" If the routing groups were 
completely independent and never exchanged mail, then 100 percent of the mail would stay 
within its original routing group (not a very useful mail topology!); the Localization Factor 
would be 1. However, if none of the mail sent from the original routing group stayed within 
it, but all went to other routing groups (even without leaving the deployment), then the 
Localization Factor would be 0. In another corporate mail scenario example, suppose that 

 



   

10 percent of all mail sent by the users goes out to the Internet and 30 percent goes to 
other routing groups (but still in the deployment). This means that 60 percent stays within 
the originating routing group; therefore the Localization Factor would be 0.6 for this 
scenario. 

Best Practices  The model is not designed to be a single-use tool that produces 
a single answer from the input. It will give the best results if the user experiments with a 
range of possible values for the inputs (especially both the Localization Factor and Messages 
Received from the Internet) to learn how the various factors influence one another and to 
discover how the model's virtual deployment can best be related to the user's physical 
deployment. 

 
In practical use of the model, it will probably be easiest to settle on values for Total 
Messages Received and Messages Sent first (from the user profile), then to experiment with 
different values of Messages Received from the Internet and the Localization Factor to get 
an understanding of how these variables influence loads in the user's particular deployment. 
 
Once the typical behavior of the user base has been established, the values for messages 
sent per user per day (Messages Sent), messages received per user per day (Total 
Messages Received), and messages received from the Internet per user per day (Messages 
Received from the Internet) will be known, and you can use these values in deriving the 
appropriate Localization Factor, as discussed previously. 
 

Summary of the primary variables that effect scalability: 
The following breakdown is a summary of some of the key ideas discussed thus far. It is 
critical to have each of these concepts defined for a particular deployment before the 
scalability of that deployment can be meaningfully addressed. 

The Stage –  

• Hardware and Configuration 
• Site/Domain model – the number of directories (DCs and GCs) in a given site 

and domain. 
• Messaging Infrastructure – the number of routing groups in a deployment and 

the arrangement of any routing group connectors that may be configured. 

The Players –  
• User Base – the client type, number of associated users, and average vs. 

peak periods of user traffic. 
• User Transaction Profile – the types and frequencies of specific user 

transactions associated with each client type. 
• Mail Scenario – ISP vs. Corporate messaging scenarios. 

 



   

Understanding the Model Output 
 
The model allows the user to pre-set limits for acceptable CPU loads. Capacity planners will 
often aim for keeping server CPUs loaded with less than 50 percent of their potential 
capacity so as to have a healthy margin for peak loads and to keep latencies in the user 
experience from being too high. This may appear conservative, but it is very important that 
the capacity planner approach deployments in a conservative manner. Server side rules and 
maintenance routines also consume server processing and are not accounted for in the 
model. A sensible approach would be to allow plenty of room so that the peaks can be easily 
accommodated. 
 
The output of the model looks like this: 
 

 
 
Setting the Allowed Maximum Loading at 50 percent means that if the model indicates a 
load of greater than 50 percent on a single back-end server, the deployment should contain 
two BE servers. In the diagram above, the average load throughout the day is less than 50 
percent, but the load during the morning peak is greater than 50 percent; in this case, two 
back-end servers would be recommended based on the conditions input into the model. 
 
We suggest that users of the model maintain an even more conservative margin and set the 
acceptable CPU load limits to 30-40 percent. 
 
The model also provides important disk I/O predictions that will give the capacity planner 
enough information to configure a sufficient disk array sub-system. In the model excerpt 
above, note that PerfMon data showing random Disk Transfers/sec on the spindles that hold 
the Exchange .edb and .stm files would include both the Disk Reads/sec and the Disk 
Writes/sec values. 
 
Most fast disks support 100 random I/Os per second and 300 sequential I/Os per second. 
The model output indicates that the peak usage rate requires supporting 520 random I/Os 
(331+189) and 180 I/Os on the Log drive. For a Raid 0 configuration, we would then need a 
minimum of 6 striped disks for the database files and 1 for the log drive (Note that these 
requirements double for a Raid 0+1 configuration). Of course, if you take the 
recommendation to use two back-end servers, then the disk array requirement for each BE 
decreases by half. 
 

 



   

Excessive load on the disk sub-system can cause serious performance problems including 
increased latency and contention. To avoid such problems, we recommend continuing the 
conservative approach when it comes to selecting the number of spindles for your sub-
system. You may also want to refer to the Appendix dealing with Disk Performance 
counters. 
 

Other Considerations for Capacity Planning 
 
It is important that you use these guidelines to consider the topology as a whole and not 
become too absorbed with a particular server. The performance of the topology depends on 
the performance of its weakest link. 
 
For the Windows 2000 Active Directory predictions, this model provides only the directory 
load generated by Exchange 2000 Server actions. Other consumers of the Active Directory 
may exist in your deployment. Therefore, you should first obtain a baseline resource 
utilization estimate for the Active Directories in your deployment without any Exchange 
activity and then add on the directory loads predicted by the model. Similarly, directory 
replication is also not yet accounted for in the model and so this activity should be checked 
for a rough measure of its impact on the DCs and GCs. Finally, the load against DCs and 
GCs have been individually broken out in the model. Should a GC also be used as a DC then 
you will want to add the predicted DC and GC loads together to obtain the combined load 
against this directory server (refer to the diagram and example for Site/Domain 
considerations on page 4). 

 



   

Appendix 1: Limitations and Simplifications of the Model 
 
The Exchange 2000 Server product is an extremely complex and versatile messaging 
system. The resource utilization model has necessarily been limited in its scope in order to 
allow us to publish it in a timely fashion, as well as to keep its application relatively simple 
for the user. Of course, this version of the model is just the first -- we are constantly 
working on refining the scope and accuracy of the model. Nevertheless, it is wise for the 
model user to keep in mind the current limitations, as outlined below. 
 
First and foremost, the current version of the model covers pure deployments of Exchange 
2000 Server on Windows 2000 only. The model is not applicable to deployments that 
include Exchange 5.5 Server, or any other situation involving MTA relay, at this time. 
However, this is the first addition planned for the next version of the model. 
 
Administrative and maintenance activities such as store backups, adding users, and 
replication among DCs and GCs are also not covered by the current version of the model, 
although these are expected to be added soon. 
 
In the area of transport, calendaring is not currently supported, nor is message tracking or 
read receipts. Also excluded are the extra processing costs associated with server-side 
message rules and advanced categorization settings such as per-sender or per-recipient 
limits. 
 
In terms of hardware configuration, the model's cost estimates for disk I/O are based on 
data from RAID 0 disk arrays. Servers with RAID 5 arrays can be expected to have roughly 
1.5 times higher I/O. 
 
In order to make the model's mathematics tenable, several important assumptions about 
the topology are made. These are: 

• The model assumes that the deployment is symmetric, i.e., every routing group has 
the same number of back-end servers. For example, a deployment with four back-
end servers and two routing groups is assumed to have two back-end servers in 
each routing group (not three in one and one in the other). 

• Similarly, every site is assumed to have the same number of routing groups. 
• All machines in a given role are assumed to be of equal capacity. For example, if one 

back-end server is a 4x500 MHz machine with a 7-disk array, then all back-end 
servers are the same. The same assumption is made for all bridgeheads, domain 
controllers and global catalogs (bridgehead servers may be different from domain 
controllers, but all bridgeheads are equivalent to all other bridgeheads, etc.). 

• At this time, the model does not support specialty-role servers, such as servers 
dedicated solely for distribution list expansion, licensing, or recipient update service. 
All back-end servers are assumed to share all possible back-end server functions 
equally. 

 
This may seem like a long list of simplifications and limitations. On the other hand, no other 
resource utilization or capacity planning models that we have seen are nearly as 
comprehensive as this one, as they do not allow for multiple sites or domains, nor do they 
take into account loads on bridgeheads, domain controllers, or global catalogs. 

 



   

Appendix 2: Transaction Cost Measurement Methodology 
In creating the model, there was a huge variety in the types of transactions for which cost 
data were collected, but certain methods were employed consistently in all cases and these 
are relevant to the subsequent nature of the model, including its limitations. 
 
As a general rule, we have used the best-performing hardware available to us. The standard 
back-end server, for example, is a 4x500 MHz Xeon with 1-2 gigabytes (GBs) of RAM, 1 
megabyte (MB) cache per processor, and 100 MB network cards. Each of these machines is 
typically provided with two arrays of six 9.1 GB 1000 RPM disks, plus four additional 9.1 GB 
disks. These disk arrays were optimized for performance by deploying them as RAID 0. 
Furthermore, to prevent disk bottlenecks, random disk I/O activity (such as mail queuing 
and reads/writes to Exchange .stm and .edb files) was striped over as many disk spindles as 
possible (usually 12) and sequential write activity (mail database log writes) was relegated 
to entirely separate disks. 
 
The usual method of measuring the cost of a particular transaction is to use a scriptable tool 
to generate a more or less pure load of the transaction of interest on the server, and then 
measure the CPU and disk use once a steady state has been reached. Care was taken 
during all of the testing to ensure that costs were only measured at a steady state (i.e., no 
client tool, server disk, or network bottlenecks; no growing server queues, etc.) and with a 
CPU load of 50-70 percent. Costs measured at low CPU loads tend to reflect the costs of 
background activity on the CPU (rather than the transaction of interest); similarly, costs 
measured when the CPU is at its limit (>90 percent) are too influenced by context switching 
to be useful. 
 
As a rule, cost measurements were made with Performance Monitor. For a particular 
transaction (once it is established that no queuing, bottlenecking, or other problems are 
present), cost measurement requires only two pieces of live data: the  percent CPU usage 
and the rate of transactions. For example, if a 4x500 MHz CPU is used in the test, 4x500 = 
2000 million CPU cycles (or 2000 megacycles, Mc) are available for use. If a load of 30 
transactions/second consumes 50 percent of the CPU, then those 30 transactions use 1000 
Mc, or 33.3 Mc/transaction. When PerfMon was used, steady-state data was collected for a 
minimum of 100 seconds (resulting in 100 data points) and often much longer. Similarly, if 
the 30 transactions/s load induces 180 log writes/s, then each transaction results in six log 
writes. This method was applied to determine CPU use, disk I/O (often separated as log 
writes, random reads, and random writes), and Directory Service searches for each 
transaction. 
 
The Exchange 2000 Server product is capable of handling a large variety of messages types 
and formats. To keep the test matrix under control, much of the data was collected with a 
mix of messages that was held constant across all of the protocols. This mix consists of 100 
messages of 11 types representing message sizes ranging from 1 KB to 1 MB, plaintext, 
RTF, and HTML formats, and various Word, Excel, and bitmap attachments. The average 
message size (also the median) is 19 KB. Internet MIME, TNEF, and MAPI versions of the 
messages were used as appropriate for various messaging scenarios. 
 
 

Appendix 3: Verification of Model 

 



   

Test environment 
Resource cost data for the various protocol user actions were performed with 4x200 MHz to 
4x500 megahertz (MHz) Compaq Proliants with seven-disk arrays, and separate DC/GC 
machines. ESP was run on a separate 2x200 MHz client machine. PerfMon logging was 
performed separately on the back-end server and the DC machines.  

IMAP4 

Test methodology 
IMAP was validated by simulating 5000, 7500, and 10000 IMAP clients, using a combination 
of IMAP scripts (like the sample in Appendix 6) and SMTP scripts. Resource costs were 
measured using PerfMon and compared to the model predictions. 

Data comparison with model descriptions 
Trends of resource use vs. the number of users were plotted for both the live data and the 
model predictions. Discrepancies between these trends were resolved with correction factors 
as appropriate. After correction, the difference between the actual resource costs from the 
validations and the predicted costs from the model was not more than 20 percent for any 
given profile that was verified.  

MAPI 

Test Methodology 
A modified version of the LoadSim MMB2 profile was used to validate the model. This 
modified profile consisted only of transport actions (message sending) and mailbox actions 
(message reading, message moves, folder opens, etc.); no calendaring, contact, or 
journaling actions were performed. Several thousand LoadSim clients were used initially. 
The MMB2 profile was then varied to simulate higher-stress user profiles. 

Data Comparison with Model Descriptions 
The same plot-and-correction approach as was employed with IMAP4 was used with the 
MAPI data. After correction, the difference between the actual resource costs from the 
validations and the predicted costs from the model was not more than 20 percent for any 
given profile that was verified.  

OWA 

Test Methodology 
Validation of the OWA portion of the model was primarily performed by using Web 
Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) scripts similar to the one in Appendix 6. 
Several thousand instances of the script were run concurrently. Domain/site topology was 
varied to look at a range of message transport possibilities. 

Data comparison with model descriptions 
The same plot-and-correction approach as was employed with IMAP4 and MAPI was used 
with the OWA data. After correction, the difference between the actual resource costs from 
the validations and the predicted costs from the model differed by not more than 15 percent 
from the results of the actual tests. 

 



   

 
 

Appendix 4: Standardized User Profiles 
 
As we stated above, attempts to estimate resource utilization in terms of the number of 
standardized users per one server are not likely to be successful, since no allowance is 
made for topological considerations, overloading of bridgeheads, domain controllers, global 
catalogs, and so forth. However, for the sake of completeness, we have provided below 
summaries of the standard user profiles available in LoadSim, as well as some other profiles 
that have been used at Microsoft. These might be used as a starting point for working with 
the model, but it must be stressed that to use the model properly, there is no substitute for 
determining the actual behavioral profile of the real users in the proposed deployment 
(through a combination of surveys and logged usage data). 
 
Profile   total mail received/user/day total mail submitted/user/day avg. 
recpts/msg 
 
LoadSim Medium 66    14    4.7 
LoadSim Heavy  119    31    3.9 
LoadSim MMB2  162    44    3.7 
 
 
 
Internal Microsoft profiles: 
 

Profile "HotMail" ISP Microsoft's Corporate
(OWA) (SMTP/POP) (MAPI)

Profile assumptions
(Operations/user/day)
Login 0.7 10.0 1.4
messages sent 0.3 10.0 12.0
Messages read 1.5 10.0 120.0
Messages deleted 1.5 10.0 60.0
messages moved 0.0 0.0 28.0
Messages Delivered 1.5 10.0 60.0
Address book Browse 0.0 0.0 20.0
Name Resolution 0.7 0.0 72.0
Open Folder 0.0 0.0 60.0  

 



   

 

Appendix 5: Useful Performance Monitor Counters 
 
As mentioned above, Performance Monitor logs alone cannot be used to determine all of the 
inputs necessary for the model. The best source of information will come from surveying the 
current users of whatever existing mail system is deployed. However, PerfMon logs can be a 
useful adjunct in confirming the estimates collected from querying the users. Some 
suggested PerfMon counters useful for this are listed below.  
 
Per protocol for Exchange 2000 back-end servers: 
 
POP3   Performance Object   Counter 
 
   MSExchangePOP3   Connections current 
   MSExchangePOP3   DELE rate 
   MSExchangePOP3   LIST rate 
   MSExchangePOP3   PASS rate 
   MSExchangePOP3   RETR rate 
   MSExchangePOP3   UIDL rate 
 
IMAP   MSExchangeIMAP4   APPEND rate 
   MSExchangeIMAP4   AUTHENTICATE rate 
   MSExchangeIMAP4   COPY rate 
   MSExchangeIMAP4   CLOSE rate 
   MSExchangeIMAP4   EXPUNGE rate 
   MSExchangeIMAP4   FETCH rate 
   MSExchangeIMAP4   LOGIN rate 
   MSExchangeIMAP4   LOGOUT rate 
 
OWA   Web Service    Maximum Connections 

Web Service    Current Connections 
MSExchangeWebMail   Views of mail folders Total 
MSExchangeWebMail   Folder get contents Total 
MSExchangeWebMail   Message opens Total 
MSExchangeWebMail   Message moves/copies Total 
MSExchangeWebMail   Message sends Total 

 
SMTP/Transport  SMTP server    Messages Received/sec 

SMTP server    Inbound Connections Current 
SMTP server    Cat: Categorizations 

Completed/sec 
SMTP server    Messages Sent/sec 
SMTP server    Messages Delivered/sec 
SMTP server     percent recipients local 
SMTP server     percent recipients remote 
MSExchangeIS Transport Driver:  Local Delivery Recipients 

 
 
MAPI   MSExchangeIS Transport Driver  MAPI Client Submits 
 
 
For Exchange 5.5 back-end servers: 

 



   

 
Deriving information for the model from PerfMon data is even more difficult for Exchange 
5.5 servers, but here are some counters that should be of some help: 
 
   MSExchangeIMC   Inbound messages/hr 
   MSExchangeIMC   Outbound messages/hr 
 
   MSExchangeIS    IMAP message send rate 
   MSExchangeIS    POP3 message send rate 
 
   MSExchangeISPrivate   Messages delivered/min 
   MSExchangeISPrivate   Messages sent/min 
   MSExchangeISPrivate   Messages submitted/min 
   MSExchangeISPrivate   Local Delivery Rate 
   MSExchangeISPrivate   Message recipients 
delivered/min 
   MSExchangeMTA   Messages/sec 
 
   MSExchangeMTA Connections  Receive messages/sec (per 
connector) 
   MSExchangeMTA Connections  Send messages/sec (per 
connector) 
 

 



   

 

Appendix 6: Sample ESP Scripts 
 
Below are some examples of scripts like the ones we used in testing and verifying the 
model. ESP is available as part of the Exchange 2000 Server Resource Kit. These scripts are 
quite generalized, and assume proficiency with ESP and the relevant Internet protocols. 
They are provided here only as suggestions. 

IMAP4 
The script logs on to a user's mailbox, checks for mail, and then reads and deletes mail. A 
different user is authenticated on every iteration. To simulate the behavior of real IMAP4 
clients, an SMTP script would be run concurrently with this script, representing mail sent 
outbound by the IMAP4 users. Each cycle of the script is 10 minutes on average, and so the 
"user profile" of this script is the following: 

For every 10 minutes: For every 8 hours: 
Login      1    48 
Check mail     1    48 
Read a message in the Inbox   30    1440 
Move ("Copy") a message to Deleted Items 10    480

LOOP 
CONNECT 
CAPABILITY 
AUTHENTICATE SEQULIST(imapusers.txt) 
LIST "" " percent" 
SELECT "INBOX" 
FETCHUID 
UIDFETCH 1:* (FLAGS) 
UIDFETCH UIDALL (UID RFC822.SIZE rfc822.header) 
NOOP 
UIDFETCH FIRST 1 (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDCOPY 1 "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE 1 +FLAGS (\Deleted) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDCOPY 1 "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE 1 +FLAGS (\Deleted) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
EXPUNGE 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDCOPY NEXT "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE NEXT +FLAGS (\Deleted) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDCOPY NEXT "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE NEXT +FLAGS (\Deleted) 

SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDCOPY NEXT "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE NEXT +FLAGS (\Deleted) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
EXPUNGE 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDCOPY NEXT "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE NEXT +FLAGS (\Deleted) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDCOPY NEXT "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE NEXT +FLAGS (\Deleted) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDCOPY NEXT "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE NEXT +FLAGS (\Deleted) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(1000,60000) 
UIDFETCH NEXT (UID RFC822.SIZE RFC822) 

 



   

UIDCOPY LAST 2 "Deleted Items" 
UIDSTORE LAST 2 +FLAGS (\Deleted) 
NOOP 
EXPUNGE 
CLOSE 

LOGOUT 
ENDLOOP 
 

 

OWA 
The example script logs on to a user's mailbox, checks for mail, reads, moves, and deletes 
mail, and can send mail to users on the local BE server, users on other servers within the 
organization, and remote users through the Internet. Each cycle of the script is 15 minutes 
on average, and so the "user profile" of this script is the following: 

For every 15 minutes: For every 8 hours: 
Check mail     2    64 
Read a message in the Inbox   1    32 
Move a message to another folder  1    32 
Delete a message from the Inbox  1    32 
Send a message to an Internet recipient 1    32 
Send a message to a corporate recipient 0.1    3.2 
Send a message to a local recipient  0.1    3.2 
 

 
REM Example where mail can be sent in 3 different 

directions. 
SET $xml$ = new XMLList 
SET $host$ ServerName 
SET $filepath$ ScriptDirectoryFilePath 
SET $authorization$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\webusers.txt) 
SET $recip1local$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\local-recips.txt) 
SET $recip1corp$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\corp-recips.txt) 
SET $recip1inet$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\inet-recips.txt) 
SET $recip2inet$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\inet-recips.txt) 
SET $recip3inet$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\inet-recips.txt) 
SET $recip4inet$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\inet-recips.txt) 
SET $folders$ RANDLIST(c:\esp\folders.txt) 
SET $mailbox$ exchange 
SET $cookie$ RESPHEADER(Set-Cookie) 
REM 
REM <LOGON\AUTHENTICATE\INBOXVIEW> 
REM 
ADDHEADER Accept: image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, 

image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
ADDHEADER User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 

MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0) 
ADDHEADER Host: $host$ 
GET /$mailbox$/$USER$/ 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/ 
ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
GET /$mailbox$/$USER$/?Cmd=navbar 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/?Cmd=navbar 
GET /exchweb/controls/navbar.css 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/ 
ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
GET /$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/?Cmd=contents 

ADDHEADER Referer: 
http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/?Cmd=co
ntents 

GET /exchweb/controls/olstyle.css 
GET /exchweb/controls/olprint.css 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/?Cmd=navbar 
GET /exchweb/controls/navbar.js 
GET /exchweb/img/logo-ie5.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/navbar-inbox.gif 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/ 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
GET /exchweb/controls/dropmenu.htc 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/?Cmd=navbar 
GET /exchweb/img/navbar-calendar.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/navbar-contacts.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/navbar-options.gif 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/?Cmd=co
ntents 

GET /exchweb/controls/webclientutil.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/note.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/buttons.js 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-newmail.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-reply.gif 
GET /exchweb/controls/blank.htm 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-forward.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-refresh.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-delete.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-empty.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-addressbook.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-help.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-newcntc.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/status-info.gif 
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GET /exchweb/img/view-prevpage.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-nextpage.gif 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
GET /exchweb/CONTROLS/view.htc 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/?Cmd=co
ntents 

ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
GET /exchweb/controls/view.js 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
GET /exchweb/views/standardview.xsl 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-send.gif 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
ADDHEADER content-type: text/xml 
ADDHEADER Brief: t 
ADDHEADER range: rows=0-24 
SEARCH /$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/ 

$filepath$\4312-IE5-SearchInboxData.1 
DELHEADER content-type: 
DELHEADER Brief: 
DELHEADER range: 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
GET /exchweb/img/view-importance.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-document.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-flag.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-paperclip.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/icon-msg-unread.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-sortdown.gif 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
DELHEADER User-Agent: 
REM 
REM  <CHECK MAIL FOR READ> 
REM 
ADDHEADER content-type: text/xml 
ADDHEADER Brief: t 
ADDHEADER range: rows=0-24 
SEARCH /$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/ 

$filepath$\4312-IE5-SearchInboxData.1 
PARSEXML dav:!href 

DELHEADER content-type: 
DELHEADER Brief: 
DELHEADER range: 
SET $name1$ $xml$.NEXT 
SET $name2$ $xml$.NEXT 
SET $name3$ $xml$.NEXT 
SET $name4$ $xml$.NEXT 
REM 
REM  <READ 1> 
REM 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
ADDHEADER User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 

MSIE 5.0; Windows NT 5.0) 
ADDHEADER Host: $host$ 
ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
GET $name2$?Cmd=open 

ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Referer: $name2$?Cmd=open 
GET /exchweb/controls/olstyle.css 
GET /exchweb/controls/olprint.css 
GET /exchweb/controls/webclientutil.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/MMReadMsgUtil.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/readnote.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/buttons.js 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-reply.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-reply_all.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-forward.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-move.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-help.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/status-info.gif 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
DELHEADER User-Agent: 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(360000,840000) 
REM 
REM  <SEND 1 MSG TO INTERNET RECIPS (to 4 

Recips)> 
REM 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
ADDHEADER User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 

MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0) 
ADDHEADER Host: $host$ 
ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
GET /$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=new 
DELHEADER Cookie: 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=ne
w 

GET /exchweb/controls/olstyle.css 
GET /exchweb/controls/olprint.css 
GET /exchweb/controls/webclientutil.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/recipients.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/MMReadMsgUtil.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/MMComposeMsgUtil.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/composenote.js 
GET /exchweb/controls/buttons.js 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-send.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-save.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-print.gif 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
GET /exchweb/controls/msgCtrl.htc 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=ne
w 

ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-checknames.gif 
DELHEADER Referer: 
GET /exchweb/controls/msgCtrl.htc 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=ne
w 

GET /exchweb/img/tool-highimport.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-lowimport.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/winme.gif 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
REM GET /exchweb/CONTROLS/formatbar.htc 
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ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
GET /exchweb/CONTROLS/formatbar.htc 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=ne
w 

GET /exchweb/img/form-fgcolor.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-bold.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-italic.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-justify_center.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-justify_left.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-justify_right.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-bullist.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-numlist.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-deindent.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/form-inindent.gif 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
ADDHEADER Content-type: application/x-www-

UTF8-encoded 
ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
POST /$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts $filepath$\4312-

IE5-SendMsgTo4-inet-Data.1 replacevars 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Content-type: 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER User-Agent: 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(124000,240000) 
REM 
REM  <CHECK MAIL FOR MOVE, DELETE> 
REM 
ADDHEADER content-type: text/xml 
ADDHEADER Brief: t 
ADDHEADER range: rows=0-24 
SEARCH /$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/ 

$filepath$\4312-IE5-SearchInboxData.2 
PARSEXML dav:!displayname 

DELHEADER content-type: 
DELHEADER Brief: 
DELHEADER range: 
SET $name1$ $xml$.NEXT 
URIESCAPE $name1$ 
SET $name2$ $xml$.NEXT 
URIESCAPE $name2$ 
SET $name3$ $xml$.NEXT 
URIESCAPE $name3$ 
SET $name4$ $xml$.NEXT 
URIESCAPE $name4$ 
REM 
REM  <MOVE 1> 
REM 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
ADDHEADER User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 

MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0) 
ADDHEADER Host: $host$ 
ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
GET 

/$mailbox$/$USER$/?Cmd=dialog&template=dlg_
movecopy 

ADDHEADER Referer: 
http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/?Cmd=dialog&te
mplate=dlg_movecopy 

GET /exchweb/controls/webclientutil.js 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 

GET /exchweb/controls/ExchangeTree.htc 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/?Cmd=dialog&te
mplate=dlg_movecopy 

ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
GET /exchweb/controls/exchangetree.js 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
ADDHEADER Depth: 0 
ADDHEADER Brief: t 
ADDHEADER Content-type: text/xml 
PROPFIND /$mailbox$/$USER$/ $filepath$\4312-

IE5-MoveMsgDialogData.1 
DELHEADER Depth: 
DELHEADER Brief: 
DELHEADER Content-type: 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-splus.gif 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
ADDHEADER Content-type: text/xml 
ADDHEADER Brief: t 
ADDHEADER Translate: f 
SEARCH /$mailbox$/$USER$/ $filepath$\4312-IE5-

MoveMsgDialogData.2 
DELHEADER Content-type: 
DELHEADER Brief: 
DELHEADER Translate: 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-folder.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-clear9.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-appointment.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-contact.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-deleted.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-inbox.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-journal.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-stickynote.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-outbox.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-sent_itm.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-task.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tree-sminus.gif 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
ADDHEADER Destination: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/$folders$/$nam
e2$ 

ADDHEADER Content-type: text/xml 
ADDHEADER Overwrite: F 
ADDHEADER Translate: F 
ADDHEADER Allow-rename: t 
MOVE /$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/$name2$ 
DELHEADER Destination: 
DELHEADER Overwrite: 
DELHEADER Translate: 
DELHEADER Allow-rename: 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Brief: t 
ADDHEADER range: rows=0-24 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/?Cmd=co
ntents 
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SEARCH /$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/ 
$filepath$\4312-IE5-SearchInboxData.1 

DELHEADER Brief: 
DELHEADER range: 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
GET /exchweb/img/view-importance.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-paperclip.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/icon-msg-unread.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-document.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-flag.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-sortdown.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-send.gif 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
DELHEADER User-Agent: 
REM 
REM  <DELETE 1> 
REM 
ADDHEADER Content-type: text/xml 
ADDHEADER Translate: f 
ADDHEADER Allow-rename: t 
ADDHEADER Overwrite: f 
ADDHEADER Destination: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Deleted 
percent20Items 

ADDHEADER Referer: 
http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/?Cmd=co
ntents 

ADDHEADER User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0) 

ADDHEADER Host: $host$ 
BMOVE /$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/ $filepath$\4312-

IE5-DelMsgXData.2 replacevars 
DELHEADER Translate: 
DELHEADER Allow-rename: 
DELHEADER Overwrite: 
DELHEADER Destination: 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Brief: t 
ADDHEADER range: rows=0-24 
SEARCH /$mailbox$/$USER$/Inbox/ 

$filepath$\4312-IE5-SearchInboxData.1 
DELHEADER Brief: 
DELHEADER range: 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
GET /exchweb/img/view-importance.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-document.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-flag.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-paperclip.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/view-sortdown.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/icon-msg-unread.gif 
GET /exchweb/img/tool-send.gif 
DELHEADER Accept: 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Accept-Encoding: 
DELHEADER User-Agent: 
SLEEP RANDNUMBER(60000,180000) 
REM 
REM  <SEND 1 MSG TO LOCAL RECIP (to 1 

Recip)> 
REM 

 percent90 SKIP 16 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
ADDHEADER User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 

MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0) 
ADDHEADER Host: $host$ 
ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
GET /$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=new 
DELHEADER Cookie: 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=ne
w 

ADDHEADER Content-type: application/x-www-
UTF8-encoded 

ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
POST /$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts $filepath$\4312-

IE5-SendMsgTo1-local-Data.1 replacevars 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Content-type: 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER User-Agent: 
REM 
REM  <SEND 1 MSG TO CORP RECIP (different 

server)(to 1 Recip)> 
REM 
 percent90 SKIP 16 
ADDHEADER Accept: */* 
ADDHEADER Accept-Language: en-us 
ADDHEADER Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
ADDHEADER User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 

MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0) 
ADDHEADER Host: $host$ 
ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
GET /$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=new 
DELHEADER Cookie: 
ADDHEADER Referer: 

http://$host$/$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts/?Cmd=ne
w 

ADDHEADER Content-type: application/x-www-
UTF8-encoded 

ADDHEADER Cookie: $cookie$ 
POST /$mailbox$/$USER$/Drafts $filepath$\4312-

IE5-SendMsgTo1-corp-Data.1 replacevars 
DELHEADER Accept-Language: 
DELHEADER Content-type: 
DELHEADER Referer: 
DELHEADER User-Agent: 
REM 
SET $recip1local$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\local-recips.txt) 
SET $recip1corp$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\corp-recips.txt) 
SET $recip1inet$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\inet-recips.txt) 
SET $recip2inet$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\inet-recips.txt) 
SET $recip3inet$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\inet-recips.txt) 
SET $recip4inet$ SEQULIST(c:\esp\inet-recips.txt) 
SET $folders$ RANDLIST(c:\esp\folders.txt) 
SKIP 95 

 




